Model checking has been successfully used for detailed formal verification of instrumentation and control (I&C) systems, as long as the focus has been on the application logic alone. In safety-critical applications, fault tolerance is also an important aspect, but introducing I&C hardware failure modes to the formal models comes at a significant computational cost. Previous attempts have led to state space explosion and prohibitively long processing times. In this paper, we present an approach to model and formally verify protection functions allocated to one or several I&C systems, accounting for hardware component failures and delays in communication within and between the systems. Formal verification is done with model checking, whose feasibility on such complex systems is achieved by utilizing the symmetry of I&C systems: the components of the overall model that do not influence the checked requirements are eliminated, and the failing components are fixed. Generation of such abstracted models, as well as subsequent verification of their requirements and symmetry with the NuSMV symbolic model checker, is handled by a software tool. In addition, we explore how to specify formal requirements for systems of the considered class. Based on a case study built around a semi-fictitious nuclear power plant protection system that achieves reliability by means of redundancy, we demonstrate how failure tolerance of even detailed system designs can be formally verified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Safety-critical systems, such as transport, spacecrafts and power plants, demand comprehensive efforts to ensure their reliability. Traditional verification and validation (V&V) approaches, such as testing and simulation, may not be sufficient due to their inability to cover all possible behavior scenarios. In contrast, formal methods such as static analysis [1] , automated theorem proving [2] , [3] and model checking [4] , [5] are exhaustive. In model checking, which is largely used in this paper due to its focus on state space processing, this analysis is performed for all possible state sequences of the formal model of the system under verification. In Finland, model checking is used to verify the design of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Junjian Qi . instrumentation and control (I&C) systems of nuclear power plants (NPPs) [6] , [7] .
Single failure tolerance is often a requirement for safetycritical I&C systems-the failure of any individual component shall not prevent the system from performing its function. Tolerance to single failures can be achieved with redundancy. Redundant subsystems, together capable of performing the desired tasks even if one of them fails, are used in application domains such as nuclear energy [8] , aviation [9] , [10] , aerospace [11] , [12] , railway [13] , and automotive [14] industries.
Verifying that the failure tolerance mechanisms actually work calls for the modeling of both the application logic and the different failure modes of the underlying hardware. Furthermore, distributing the logic between redundant, separated systems introduces communication delays and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ asynchrony, which should also be addressed in the analyses. Previous attempts (e.g., [15] , [16] ) at using model checking to evaluate these aspects in one model have run into scalability issues, while logic-only models of similar complexity are not an issue for model checkers.
In this paper, we present a method for verifying the fault tolerance of I&C systems based on model checking. In addition to modeling the application logic, we account for the failure modes of the underlying I&C system hardware components, and the communication delay between distributed computers. As the case example, we use the reactor protection system of the proposed U.S. version of the European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR) NPP [8] .
We simplify the failure model by focusing strictly on the verification of single failure, as required by the Finnish regulatory guides on nuclear safety, 1 and demonstrate our approach using the symbolic model checker NuSMV. As verification of previously intractable formal requirements becomes possible, our results enhance the state-of-the-art of nuclear I&C verification. They may also be insightful in other aforementioned domains where fault tolerance is achieved with redundant architectures. This paper is an extended version of the work [19] . Compared to [19] , we supplement our verification approach with the ability to handle multiple interconnected I&C systems and evaluate it on a more complex case studycomposed of two four-redundant systems, and a third tworedundant system, performing two different safety functions for reactor shutdown. In addition, we study different ways of expressing temporal requirements to be verified for such systems, and also perform formal checks of symmetry of function units with respect to their input variables, which is used as the basis for failure model simplification.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces a running example and overviews used concepts and notations. Section III describes the proposed approach of hardware and software modeling and model checking. In Section IV, the proposed approach is evaluated on a case study. Finally, Section V analyzes related work and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. RUNNING EXAMPLE: REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (PS)
To illustrate the concepts introduced in this section, we start with the fault-tolerant reactor protection system (PS) case study, which will be used as a running example. The PS is a safety I&C system responsible for reactor trip (i.e., shutdown). In Section IV, this case study will be extended by adding more systems and safety functions.
The PS with which we work in this paper is inspired by the design of the U.S. EPR NPP [8] , 2 but partly based on our own invention. Based on Areva NP's TELEPERM XS technology, the PS is organized into four redundant, independent divisions, located in separate buildings [18] (see Fig. 1 ). Two function units are located in each division [18] : 1) Acquisition and Processing Units (APUs) acquire signals from the process sensors and monitoring systems via the Signal Conditioning and Distribution System (SCDS, not modeled in this paper) using a hardwired connection, perform calculations and setpoint comparisons, and distribute the results to the ALUs for voting. 2) Actuation Logic Units (ALUs) perform voting over processing results and issue actuating results, taking into account operator control actions from the Safety Information and Control System (SICS, not modeled in this paper) user interface. The actuation orders are sent to the Priority and Actuator Control System (PACS, will be introduced in Section IV-B) via a hardwired connection. Thus, all the divisions are redundant and have an identical structure. The communication between the divisions is relayed via a Profibus network, using fiber-optic cabling to achieve electrical isolation. [8] The safety function processing logic for the APUs and ALUs is shown in Fig. 2 .
Within the PS, tolerance against a single failure (of an input sensor, a unit of the PS, or an actuator device) is based on the four-division structure, and selection and voting functions in the APUs and ALUs. Each signal in the PS logic, in addition to its value, has a status, which can be set to ''fault'' by failures detected by input modules or function processors. The status is then used to exclude invalid signals in selection (e.g., second-maximum, 3 second-minimum) and voting (n-out-of-m) blocks. Even if a single failure disables an ALU logic performing the vote, the redundant ALUs can still actuate the reactor trip function. [8] The PS case study approaches the complexity of detailed design, implementing signal status processing (partly based on publicly available information, partly on invention) within elementary blocks, and also in the shape of special blocks for fault status filtering. For the ALU logic, we added a block type of our own invention (SFV) to substitute the value of faulty control signals from the operator's interface with a default ''false''.
To avoid confusion, we note that the PS described above has the same structure as the one from [19] , and its complexity is comparable, but its inputs, outputs and implementation (APUs and ALUs) are different as the PS used here is responsible for reactor trip rather than emergency core cooling.
B. MODEL CHECKING
Model checking [4] , [5] is a verification technique that analyzes the system under verification by exploring its set of possible states. More precisely, it works with its formal modelthe mathematical model of the system's behavior specified as states and state transitions. For this analysis, statements on the sequences of visited states, called temporal properties (also referred to as temporal requirements), may be specified for checking. They allow the analyst to formulate the requirements for the behavior of the system in time. For example, the linear temporal logic (LTL) is a language to specify a requirement to be satisfied for all reachable behaviors of the model. This is a discrete-time temporal logic, meaning that time is modeled as a sequence of discrete steps, or cycles, of the model. LTL extends the Boolean propositional logic with temporal operators, such as X (in the next state), G (now and always in the future), and F (now or at some point in the future). An extended version of LTL has past time operators, such as O (now or at some point in the past).
For example, suppose that the logic of the APU from Fig. 2 is represented with a formal model, where HLEG_T is an integer variable specifying the hot leg temperature, and HLT_long is the corresponding Boolean signal arriving to the AND block. Due to min threshold blocks and on-delay timers (t..0 blocks), the following LTL property will be satisfied: G((HLEG_T<150) ∧ (X(HLEG_T<150)) → X HLT_long), meaning that any occurrence of the condition HLEG_T < 150 lasting for two consequent cycles will lead to HLT_long being true on the second of these cycles.
In computation tree logic (CTL), temporal operators are prefixed with path quantifiers A (''for all'') and E (''exists''). This permits properties expressing reachability. For example, CTL property AG EF HLT_long specifies that in any reachable state of the model the aforementioned signal HLT_long can be true in the future. Finally, property specification language (PSL) is a notation with syntax inspired by regular expressions and LTL semantics.
C. MODEL CHECKERS AND NUSMV
A model checker is a tool to perform model checking automatically. In addition to verification outcomes (true/false), if requested, model checkers generate counterexamples, or error traces, for violated temporal properties.
NuSMV [20] is a model checker with its own textual language to specify formal models and temporal properties. NuSMV implements symbolic model checking [21] , whose idea is to process the state space of the formal model implicitly, mitigating the state space explosion problem of explicit model checking algorithms: the state space of the model may grow too quickly with the growth of the model's textual representation. Conventional symbolic model checking is done by working with binary decision diagrams (BDDs). For LTL and PSL, bounded model checking (BMC) is also available, which is an imprecise yet often faster technique that only considers counterexamples whose length is bounded by k + 1 cycles, where k ≥ 0 is chosen by the user.
A NuSMV model is a nested arrangement of synchronously executed modules that roots from the main module. An example of a NuSMV module TON that represents an on-delay timer within the APU logic in Fig. 2 (t..0 blocks) is given below: The state of this module is defined by the value of a single bounded integer variable ticks defined on line 3. Then, on lines 5-10, the evolution of its value is described: it increases by 1 (but never exceeds 2) if the BIN_IN input is true and resets otherwise. The output of the timer is defined on line 12. Note that the actual modules with which I&C systems are modeled in this paper also operate with fault statuses in addition to regular input/output data (Section II-G); they are omitted here for simplicity.
D. MODEL CHECKING OF NUCLEAR I&C SYSTEMS
Model checking I&C application logics based on function block diagrams has been an active research topic for several years, with different areas of application [22] . It has been proven applicable for ensuring the correctness of industrysized PLC programs [7] , [23] , but, nevertheless, is not yet a wide-spread industry practice in any application area.
I&C logics can be verified using either open-loop or closedloop modeling. Open-loop model checking only considers the model of the ''controller'' logic, while in the closedloop model feedback from the controlled plant is taken into account [24] . Closing the loop can help limit the state space of the model [24] , but analysis times can actually increase when symbolic model checking is used [25] , [26] . What is more, generating a realistic plant model can be a challenge, and limiting model behavior might accidentally filter out scenarios relevant to safety.
Since 2008, VTT has successfully used model checking to verify both early (functional) and detailed design of safety I&C systems for Finnish NPPs [7] . A graphical tool called MODCHK [27] , [28] is used to manually define a collection of vendor-specific elementary function blocks, model the function block diagrams with a graphical editor, specify the properties with a text editor, generate the necessary input files for NuSMV, and visualize counterexamples produced by NuSMV with an animated view of the function block diagram. A screenshot of MODCHK with the diagram of PS ALU (Fig. 2) is shown in Fig. 3 . 
E. BASIC BLOCKS AND BLOCK DIAGRAMS
In this subsection, we formalize the structure and behavior of systems like the PS, starting from basic elements and proceeding with modular structures.
1) FINITE-STATE MACHINES
A finite-state machine (FSM) is a tuple (S, S 0 , I , O, D, T , ), where:
1) S is a finite, non-empty set of states;
2) S 0 ⊆ S is a non-empty set of initial states;
3) I and O are finite sets of input and output variables respectively; 4) D :
true} is a domain function that returns the set of possible values-either a finite set of integers or the set of Booleans-for the given input or output variable;
is the set of all combinations of values of input variables (assuming their fixed ordering); 6)
is the set of all combinations of values of output variables (assuming their fixed ordering). An FSM is deterministic if |S 0 | = 1 and for all s ∈ S, ι ∈ V I ,D there exist unique s ∈ S and ω ∈ V O,D such that (s, ι, s ) ∈ T and (s, ι, ω) ∈ , i.e., the initial state is unique and exactly one transition and combination of output values exist for each state and combination of input values. A deterministic FSM is thus a Mealy machine [29] .
2) TRACES
FSMs have a notion of execution, during which traces are produced. A full trace of an FSM (S, S 0 , I , O, D, T , ) is a finite or infinite sequence τ = ((s 0 , ι 0 , ω 0 ), (s 1 , ι 1 , ω 1 ), . . .) such that: 1) s 0 ∈ S 0 ; 2) each element of τ belongs to ; 3) for each pair of consequent elements
Each full trace t has a corresponding input-output trace (IO trace) obtained from t by removing the first element (i.e., state information) from each tuple. Note that multiple full traces may correspond to a single IO trace. The set of all input traces of an FSM M will be denoted as τ IO (M ).
3) BASIC BLOCKS AND BLOCK DIAGRAMS
Formally, we will speak of basic blocks as of just FSMs, but by using this term we will emphasize that these are elementary parts of the formal model, not having any internal structure. In our case studies, a basic block will always correspond to some NuSMV module. For example, on Fig. 2 , all rectangular shapes correspond to basic blocks, and among them is TON, whose NuSMV code was given in Section II-C.
For convenience, when models are developed in MODCHK, basic blocks are defined once and reused possibly multiple times, with each block having its own state and behavior, e.g., like the two TON blocks in Fig. 2 
(top).
Interconnected arrangements of FSMs, like the APU and the ALU from C is assumed to be constrained such that each input variable of an element and each output variable of N has exactly one corresponding connection from some other variable. In practice, missing incoming connections are handy, but the definition above already covers them as we can imagine trivial FSMs generating the same constant value to be connected in place of such missing connections.
The execution semantics of N is defined as follows: the states of N correspond to the combinations of states of its elements, and on the initial cycle all the elements are set to some of their initial states. Then, on each cycle, all e ∈ E execute synchronously, following the semantics of NuSMV. For connections between the elements, we adopt MODCHK semantics: connections are zero-delay, meaning that one cycle is sufficient for a signal to propagate along a sequence of elements if each of these elements reacts to inputs on the same cycle. The reason for this assumption is the preference of shorter counterexamples: they are computationally cheaper to consider in model checking and easier for the analyst to understand. However, if a set of elements lies on a feedback loop, this loop needs to be broken with a unit delay block to forbid infinite flow of information. This problem of synchronous block diagrams is discussed in detail in [30] . Finally, as the aforementioned semantics allows representing block diagrams as FSMs, the former may be nested, meaning that systems like the one shown in Fig. 1 can also be modeled as block diagrams. M is symmetric with respect to input variables v 1 , . . . , v s if and only if for each permutation p of numbers 1, . . . , s:
that is, permuting the input values of v 1 , . . . , v s does not lead to the change of possible output values of the FSM. If M is deterministic, the meaning of this statement is stronger: permuting the corresponding values does not alter the unique output sequence of M . In nuclear I&C systems, symmetries with respect to input variables are common due to the idea of voting (n-out-of-m blocks) over signals from redundant divisions. The following symmetry observations can be made for the ALU of the PS (also note that the APU has no symmetries):
• the ALU is symmetric with respect to four input variables HLEG_P_H_OR_NF_H i (''hot leg pressure high or neutron flux high''), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4;
• the ALU is symmetric with respect to four input variables HLEG_T_L_AND_P_L i (''hot leg temperature low and hot leg pressure low''), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
G. SIGNAL FAULT/VALIDITY STATUSES
In MODCHK, each signal has both a value (Boolean or integer) and a fault/validity status (a Boolean variable). The status processing is explicitly defined for each basic block, and the counterexample animation feature uses a dashed line to show a faulty/invalid signal [27] . In nuclear applications, the status processing feature has been very relevant, as it is not just used in TELEPERM XS (see Section II-A), but also in a similar way in Rolls-Royce's Spinline platform [31] . Status processing logic has also played a role in about 12% of the design issues VTT has identified [28] . This means that every basic block accepts and outputs status signals in addition to regular ones. In the simplest case, input statuses are just ignored or passed as output statuses. For example, the definition of TON from Section II-C may actually look like below: Below, we define some concepts related to failure tolerance, using the Finnish regulatory guides on nuclear safety and security (YVL) 5 as a guideline.
Single failure criterion, which is the primary assumption of this paper, means that the system shall be able to perform its function even if any single component designed for the function fails. Protection against single failures is commonly 5 https://www.stuklex.fi/en/yvl-ohje achieved using several (potentially identical), redundant subsystems placed in physically separated divisions.
Consequential failure refers to ''a failure caused by a failure of another system, component or structure or by an internal or external event at the facility'' [17] . For example, a failure of a power supply system or a ventilation system can result in the subsequent total failure of several I&C system devices, and still be considered a single failure that shall be tolerated. In this paper, consideration of consequential failures is enabled by including simultaneous failure of different devices of the same division.
Common cause failure (CCF) refers to a ''failure of two or more structures, systems and components due to the same single event or cause'' [17] . Protection against CCF can be achieved using diverse backup systems (e.g., a different supplier, technology, or operating principle). CCFs are not addressed in this paper.
Passive failure means that the system fails to produce the required response. Active failure (or ''spurious actuation'' [28] ) refers to inadvertent actuation without a real demand. Passive and active failures are both covered by the proposed approach.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The overview of the proposed verification approach is shown in Fig. 4 . The approach starts with manual preparation of three kinds of artifacts:
1) Formal models of units (such as the APU and the ALU of the PS) represented as block diagrams. We create them in MODCHK (see Fig. 3 ), but they also can be written directly in NuSMV. 2) A modular configuration that describes how the units are connected and arranged into multiple divisions, together comprising one or more fault-tolerant safety functions. These configurations are explained in Section III-A. 3) Temporal requirements to the modular configuration, subdivided into black-box and white-box ones depending on their purpose (see Section III-C). These artifacts are processed by three automated steps: 1) Symmetry declarations specified in the modular configuration, as well as the determinism of all declared units are formally verified (see Section III-B). 2) Based on the formal models on units and the specified modular configuration, a NuSMV formal model of the overall system is automatically generated that includes both software and hardware aspects. The creation of this model involves injection of hardware failures (Section III-D) and communication delays (Section III-E). The basic instructions for such injection (such as the divisions to inject failures) are supplied within the modular configuration.
3) The prepared formal model is model-checked against the temporal requirements. This is done by simply executing NuSMV on these artifacts. The approach is implemented in a software tool, which is available online. 6 Due to confidentiality of basic block models involved in our case study (Section IV), we provide a different fictitious example on which the tool can be executed.
A. MODULAR CONFIGURATIONS
A modular configuration is a textual way to specify a block diagram modeling the I&C system to be formally verified. We designed a simple domain-specific language (DSL) to describe such modular configurations. It supports declarations of the following entities: 1) A unit group g is a container to group block diagrams (such as the ones of the APU and the ALU from Fig. 2 ), inputs and outputs thereof in a specified number of divisions d(g) (e.g., d(g) = 4). One of the divisions may be assigned as the failing one (see Section III-D). Each unit group corresponds to a single I&C system, which may correspond to a single safety function or a part thereof. It is possible to think of a unit group as of a block diagram, although due to the need to connect units of different unit groups with each other it is easier to define input and output variables for the whole modular configuration (see points 3-4 below). 2) A unit u is a block diagram consisting only of basic blocks, belonging to the specified unit group g(u) and having the number of divisions specified by this group:
). The APU and the ALU of the PS (Fig. 2 ) are examples of units. Each unit is associated with NuSMV code specifying basic blocks and connections between them. The code for the latter is generated by MODCHK from a graphically specified block diagram, but may also be written directly in NuSMV. For each unit, it is possible to introduce communication delays up to the specified number of cycles (see Section III-E) and retain only one specified division in the formal model (see Section III-D). What is more, 6 https://github.com/igor-buzhinsky/hw-sw-model-builder discovered symmetries (Section II-F) can be listed with separate symmetry declarations. 3) An input is a set of input variables that are duplicated for the number of divisions of the specified unit group to which they belong and are only distinguishable by the index of this division, i.e., their names, sets of possible values and semantics are the same. For example, MAN_RESET is a four-division input of the PS that corresponds to identically named input variables of the ALUs (Fig. 2 ). 4) An output is the same as an input except that it is a set of output variables. For example, RODS_DOWN is a fourdivision output of the PS (Fig. 1, 2 ) that corresponds to identically named output variables of PS ALUs (Fig. 2 ). 5) A single connection is a usual block diagram connection as defined in Section II-E. Its end points are specified by names with division indices. If the start point is an output variable of a unit, then this variable is addressed with the names of the unit group, the unit, the output, and the division index, e.g., PS.ALU.ENABLE_SAS.1. If the end point is an input variable of a unit, the declaration is similar, except that the input name is omitted, but all connections are listed in the order of input variables in the code of the unit. 6) A parallel connection represents a group of connections between entities having the same number n d of divisions, such that division i (1 ≤ i ≤ n d ) of the connection's source is connected to the same division i of the destination. For example, input MAN_RESET of the modular configuration is connected in parallel to the identically named input of PS ALU (Fig. 2) , and each of these inputs corresponds to four variables for divisions 1..4. Parallel connections are specified similarly to single connections, but concrete division indices are omitted. 7) An all-to-all connection represents a group of connections between entities having n 1 (source) and n 2 (destination) divisions. It is a compact way to declare n 1 n 2 single connections between each division of the source and each division of the destination. For example, APUs and ALUs from Fig. 1 are connected this way. All-to-all connections are specified similarly to parallel connections.
A more verbose description of the DSL is supplied with the software tool. The listing of the DSL definition of the PS is given in Fig. 5 . which corresponds to some declared unit, has a symmetry declaration with respect to input variables {v 1 , . . . , v s } ⊆ I . If M is deterministic, the following procedure based on model checking can prove or refute this symmetry.
Two copies of M , M 1 and M 2 , are included into the overall formal model (e.g., module main in NuSMV). For each nontrivial permutation p of numbers 1, . . . , s, M 1 accepts the original input variables and M 2 accepts permuted input variables. If O = {o 1 , . . . , o k } (fault/validity statuses included), then temporal property
is checked. If all checks are passed, then the symmetry of M with respect to v 1 , . . . , v s is proven, otherwise it is refuted. This procedure requires s! − 1 model checking runs. In our case, such checks terminate in a few seconds since s never exceeds four (the number of divisions in the PS) and unit models are less complex than overall modular configurations. If M is nondeterministic (or, more precisely, can produce different output sequences in response to the same input sequence), this can be revealed by running model checking on a model created as explained above, but for the identity permutation, i.e., by simply running M against itself. Determinism given a fixed input sequence is a common assumption in nuclear I&C modeling, and thus it is beneficial to check it for M even if no symmetries with respect to input variables exist (this may be possible, e.g., for the APUs).
Such a check can be simply enforced by requesting a symmetry check with respect to any single variable (e.g., with input_variable_indices=1).
C. SPECIFYING TEMPORAL REQUIREMENTS
Temporal (LTL, PSL or CTL) requirements are defined separately for different units whose outputs are checked. Depending on the target unit, custom modular configurations are prepared to (1) exclude parts of the system's model that do not influence the specified temporal properties and (2) specify single divisions for failure injection based on symmetry observations (see Section III-D).
1) BLACK-BOX REQUIREMENTS
A temporal requirement f to the overall model is a black-box requirement for division i ∈ {1, . . . , d(u)} of unit u if the following restrictions are satisfied:
1) Division i of unit u is selected as a non-failing one (see Section III-D). 
are treated equally in f in the following sense. Consider any input or output of u, which is a group of similar variables specified for each division. Then permuting these variables in f for divisions from may not lead to the change of model checking outcome (satisfied/violated) of f regardless of how all the units are implemented. 6) If some other unit u is connected to u, j 1 and j 2 are two different divisions of u , and u is symmetric with respect to its input variables that come from divisions j 1 and j 2 of u , then these divisions are treated equally in f as defined above.
This means that the requirement is formulated to check the output variables of division u that does not have an injected failure (otherwise, this requirement would likely be violated). Then, all units in the overall model are treated equally, except this selected division of u-thus, there are no prior assumptions on the location of injected failures in the model. And finally, motivating the name ''black-box'', the requirement does not refer to the actual implementations of any units (point 3 in the list above), nor to the outputs of other units in the same unit group (point 4)-thus, it is semantically closer to high-level functional requirements to the overall system, such as correct execution of a safety function subject to possible failures.
Examples of black-box requirements for division 1 of PS ALU, assuming a modular configuration defined in Fig. 5 , are given in Table 1 . In particular, this table introduces several requirement types, or patterns, that we use: invariants, request-response requirements, and requirements specifying absence of spurious actuation [28] and global possibility of different unit output values. More comments regarding verification outcomes will be given in Section IV-E.
2) DIVISION-PARAMETERIZED REQUIREMENTS
Suppose that f is a request-response or absence of spurious actuation black-box requirement for unit u. Suppose also that f has one or more subformulas h 1 (r), . . . , h t (r) expressed as functions of division r, 1 ≤ r ≤ d(u) to which they relate. We would like to parameterize f with the numbers of j 1 , . . . , j t of divisions for which h 1 (r), . . . , h t (r) are satisfied. In the simplest cases, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t, j i is either 1, resulting in subformulas h i (1) ∨ . . . ∨ h i (d(u)), or d(u), resulting in subformulas h i (1) ∧ . . . ∧ h i (d(u)).
As an example, consider the case of t = 1 subformula and h 1 (r) = (HLEG_P r > 70) ∨ (NF r > 2 · 10 5 ). Requirement 3 from Table 1 requires this subformula to be satisfied for j 1 = 1 division. Note that the 1-out-of-4 construction is actually just a disjunction over all the divisions. While this requirement is satisfied even when a failure is assumed (see Section III-D for the details of failure modeling), its version with j 1 = 2 (requirement 4) becomes violated in this case. Finally, a similar requirement with j 1 = 3 (requirement 5) is violated even when no failures are assumed. By considering such requirement families, it becomes possible to assess the influence of failures in a quantitative way by finding the number j 1 (in our case, j 1 = 2) for which requirement outcomes are different depending on the presence of failure. When formulating division-parameterized requirements, we employ user-friendly macros to specify the j t -out-of-d(u) operation, and the actual Boolean formulas to combine h 1 (r), . . . , h t (r) are generated automatically.
3) WHITE-BOX REQUIREMENTS
A temporal requirement f is a white-box requirement for division i of unit u if points 1-2 from the definition of a black-box requirement are satisfied, but at least one other point is not. For example, requirement G(¬MAN_RESET 1 ∧ PS.ALU.AND.OUT 1 ∧ X(MAN_RESET 1 ) → X ¬RODS_DOWN 1 ) is a white-box requirement for division 1 of PS ALU as it refers to the internal contents of the ALU (output of AND block), and requirement G((X ∧ i∈{1,3,4} PS.APU.HLEG_T_L_AND_P_L i ) ∧ ¬MAN_RESET 1 ∧ ¬RODS_DOWN 1 → X ¬RODS_DOWN 1 ) is also a white-box requirement for division 1 of the ALU since it treats division 2 differently from divisions 3 and 4 and refers to the outputs of different units (APUs).
White-box requirements may be reasonable, especially when violating points 3-4, to understand how particular units behave. In addition, violating points 5-6 is useful to formulate more detailed properties specifically for the case of an injected failure-for example, to distinguish inputs from a failing division from others. White-box requirements are not inferior to black-box ones in terms of their analytical power, and the main reason why we treat them separately in this paper is that, while a black-box property is meaningful regardless of whether a failure is assumed in the model, a white-box property usually accounts for only one of these cases.
D. FAILURE MODELING
Instead of specifying a full failure model allowing all the processors and communication links fail (as in [16] ), we simplify the model by keeping our focus on verifying single fault tolerance in open-loop models. Below, we explain this idea in the general form, which is suitable for any modular configuration, and illustrate it on the PS (see Fig. 6 ):
1) As mentioned in Section III-C, requirements for different units u are formulated separately. In the case of the PS, it is possible to prepare separate configurations for the APU and for the ALU, but in experiments (Section IV-C) and below we only consider the configuration for the ALU due to the one for the APU being very simple from a computational point of view. Requirements for the APU are included into the ALU configuration. 2) For the chosen unit u, it suffices to model only one division (in our example, only the ALU from division 1). If the divisions are identical and their inputs come from the same sources, any verification result for the included (non-failing, see below) instance of u will hold for the redundant (non-failing) instances as well. 3) There is no need to assume hardware failures for the included division of u. The objective is to verify that each non-failing division will operate according to the specification. In open-loop analysis, we are not interested in the outputs of the unit instance that can fail, and for the same reason the number of instances of u whose outputs are correct at each time instant is also not important. 4) It is sufficient, overall, to model hardware failures for one division only. If the divisions are identical, we can assign the failures to any single division other than the one that is fully modeled. In Fig. 6 , division 2 is selected for failure injection, but divisions 3 and 4 would be equally suitable. In the general case, multiple unit groups may be considered, and their physical isolation may imply that their failures need to be considered independently. Even in this case it may be sufficient to inject failures in a fixed, single division of each unit group (see Section IV-B), although we also permit cases where this is impossible. In this specific case, several formal models are generated with failures injected into different divisions, and all these formal models are model-checked (for each temporal requirement, the results are then aggregated with logical conjunction). Furthermore, instead of having a complex failure model for each component of the modular configuration, it suffices to assume that within the division i selected for failure injection, any connection may fail, in which case we replace the correct value with a nondeterministic, arbitrary value from the applicable set of values. This assumption covers the following real-world failures: 1) communication failure between the units (e.g., between the APU and the ALU), between a sensor device or a sensor and a unit (e.g., between NF measurement and the APU, and between a unit and an actuator (e.g., the RODS_DOWN command of the ALU is transmitted incorrectly); 2) hardware failure of a unit-since this corrupts the outputs of the unit, this situation is covered by failure injection to connections. During the generation of the NuSMV model, to cover each connection, a failure is injected for each input variable of each unit and each output variable of the modular configuration that belong to division i. This means that a usual connection between modules is broken with a specifically designed basic block INJECT_FAILURE. At any cycle, INJECT_FAILURE can nondeterministically enter a fault mode and replace the actual signal value with a nondeterministic value. The status of the signal is also nondeterministic, meaning that the failure can be either self-announcing (status = fault) or non-self-announcing, i.e., not detectable by downstream logic. The actual fault status is separately output by the block, allowing the analyst to observe even non-selfannouncing failures.
Rather than analyzing in detail what the possible hardware failure modes are, we allow for all possible combinations of failures, including consequential failures. It might then be up to the analyst to determine if the failure combinations in a counterexample are actually possible. As we allow each signal in the failing division to fail independently and nondeterministically, some of the permitted scenarios can seem unrealistically chaotic, e.g., the different outputs of a failing APU can permanently freeze in a state where some signals fail actively and others passively. Still, such a scenario is also feasible due to single failure, if, e.g., the CPU cooling fails.
E. MODELING COMMUNICATION DELAYS AND ASYNCHRONY
We extend the approach described in Section III-D to account for communication delays and asynchrony. Since each unit operates on its own CPU, modeling delays within block diagrams representing units is unnecessary. A natural approach to asynchrony would involve modeling all the units as different processes with interleaving executions, involving nondeterministic delays. Modeling such an asynchronous behavior in NuSMV can be achieved using the process keyword, 7 coupled with FAIRNESS [5] declarations to prevent any unit not being scheduled for execution forever. However, this approach results in potentially long counterexamples (e.g., to execute each unit of the simplified PS model from Fig. 6 once, five cycles would be needed) and thus deteriorates model checking performance.
Instead, we exploit the synchronous semantics of NuSMV, allowing all units to be executed simultaneously, but permit communication delays bounded by the number of cycles d max (specified in the modular configuration for each unit). Delay injection is performed similarly to failure injection, but in this case connections are broken with specifically designed NONDET_DELAY basic blocks, and this injection is done for all divisions (not only for the failing one).
NONDET_DELAY blocks are implemented in the following way. Assume that s 1 , . . . , s k are signals whose delays must be synchronized, including fault/validity statuses of these signals. Synchronization is needed only for signals transmitted simultaneously. For an isolated signal (e.g., an input signal to a PS APU), the minimum k = 2 is achieved: a signal is paired with its fault/validity status. In contrast, signals from one unit to another (for fixed division indices of both) are grouped, like in the situation of PS ALU in division 1 receiving two paired inputs from PS APU in division 1.
The NONDET_DELAY block nondeterministically delays the signals passing through it with bound d max = 1, i.e., by at most one cycle; to implement a multi-cycle delay, several delay modules are connected in a chain of length d max . This possible delay is applied synchronously to all k signals. The presence of the delay is controlled by a Boolean variable delaying, whose value is nondeterministic on each cycle. If delaying has been true on the previous cycle, the previous values of s 1 , . . . , s k are returned. Otherwise, their most recent values are returned. However, such an implementation may lead to changes in signal value (e.g., rising and falling edges of Boolean signals) being lost. Hence, the following additional condition restricts the nondeterminism of the module: if delaying is true and the value of either of the signals changes between the current and the next cycles, then delaying cannot change between these cycles.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The proposed approach was evaluated on a case study (Sections IV-A and IV-B) that is a generalization of the PS running example. Block diagrams of units were modeled in MODCHK and exported to NuSMV, modular configurations were prepared in the DSL explained in Section III-A, and functional requirements were translated into LTL, PSL and CTL properties. The performed experiments are explained in Section IV-C, and their results are commented on in Sections IV-D and IV-E.
A. BASIC CASE STUDY: PS ONLY
In this subsection, we restrict our attention to the part of our case study that has already been described in Section II-A-the PS. Failure modeling for the PS has been explained in Section III-D and Fig. 6 . According to this explanation, a single modular configuration C PS (Fig. 5 ) was prepared: it includes four APUs and one ALU (division 1) belonging to a single unit group PS, and division 2 is assigned as the failing one. Delays were injected as explained in Section III-E. We found that delaying input signals of APUs with d max = 3 and their output signals with d max = 6 leads to considering all possible processing orders of changed measurement inputs: if such a change happens, the APUs may all become aware of this event on different cycles (assured by APU input delays 0, 1, 2, 3 in different divisions), but the results of processing this change by the APUs may arrive to the ALU in the reverse order (assured by APU output delays 6, 4, 2, 0 in the respective divisions). This means that asynchrony is sufficiently emulated with delay injection. The size and the complexity of the generated PS models are shown in Table 2 .
The following functional temporal requirements were prepared for the modular configuration C PS to check the outputs of both APU 1 and ALU 1 (from now on, adding a number i aften the name of a unit or a unit group will mean the reference to division i of this unit or unit group):
• Black-box properties (see Table 1 for examples):
one invariant; -27 request-response properties; -5 absence of spurious actuation properties; -2 global possibility properties.
• White-box properties (see Section III-C for examples): -7 request-response properties. We consider two groups of requirements depending on whether they are prepared for verification with injected delays or not. While no-delay requirements rely on instant information flow through the system (e.g., the ALU is required to react to the change of inputs to the APUs on the same cycle), with-delay requirements do not, which in practice leads to a higher abundance of unbounded temporal operators G, F and O. For the majority of requirements, we prepared both a no-delay and a with-delay version, and for the remainder the same version was checked regardless of delay injection as adding an explicit instant information flow dependency to these requirements was impossible. In addition, in a couple of cases, a group of several no-delay requirements corresponds to a group of the same number of with-delay requirements, but there is no one-to-one correspondence between requirement pairs.
For some white-box requirements, we also considered different versions depending on whether a failure was assumed in the model, with requirements expecting a failure being weaker. Global possibility requirements were written in CTL, and the rest were formulated in either LTL or PSL. The pattern of division-parameterized requirements was extensively applied especially for request-response black-box properties.
B. EXTENDED CASE STUDY: PS + SAS + PACS
Now we consider the PS in a broader context: the PS operates together with the Safety Automation System (SAS), and the outputs of both systems are passed to the Priority and Actuator Control System (PACS). The details are again partly based on our own invention (for the SAS, also on [32] ). Technically, the PS and the PACS, along with their power supply and other supportive systems, are both needed to perform a safety class 2 reactor trip safety function, while the SAS implements a different, preventive function of stepwise reactor trip that belongs to safety class 3 (lower than 2). For this reason, the single failure tolerance criterion will be applied to the PS and the PACS as a whole, and the SAS will be allowed to have an independent failure.
Reactor trip is needed to be actuated when sensor measurements (neutron flux, hot leg temperature and pressure) deviate from their allowed ranges. The SAS is a two-division system consisting of APUs and ALUs (see Fig. 7 ), just like the PS. The PS and the SAS share neutron flux measurements but have different hot leg temperature measurements. When measurement deviations from their safe ranges are rather small, the SAS performs a preventive, stepwise trip, issuing RODS_DOWN signal in several pulses. The SAS is also capable of raising the rods up when the trip criterion is not met. However, if the measurements deviate further, the PS, being of a higher safety class than the SAS, takes over, trips the reactor, and inhibits the SAS from starting the reactor up.
Downstream, the PACS, a four-division system with one function unit in each (without APU/ALU separation), ensures that the PS always has first priority on orders to control rod actuators that are controlled by both the PS and the SAS. The connections between the PS, the SAS and the PACS are shown in Fig. 8 .
In our experiments, the PS + SAS + PACS case study is split into three modular configurations C PS , C SAS and C PACS depending on the unit group (PS, SAS or PACS) whose correct responses are verified. The summary of these configurations is shown in Table 2 . Configuration C PS , which involves the PS only, has already been considered in Section IV-A. Below, we consider the other two configurations in more detail, reasoning why certain parts of the overall model can be omitted in each case and what failure injection assumptions are sufficient. These reasonings are grounded on the single failure criterion, symmetry and preference of more severe to less severe failures. In configuration C SAS , requirements are formulated to check the outputs of SAS APU and SAS ALU. Since the inputs of the SAS depend on the PS, both the SAS and the PS are included as unit groups. Due to the symmetry of PS ALU, SAS APU and SAS ALU with respect to their inputs shown in Fig. 8 , verification of SAS ALU 1 and SAS ALU 2 would yield the same results, and thus only SAS ALU 1 is retained (alternatively, we could have retained only SAS ALU 2). Correspondingly, division 2 is selected as the failing one in SAS. The failing division in the PS remains to be determined. SAS ALU 1 receives inputs from PS ALUs 1 and 3 and does not from PS ALUs 2 nor 4, hence a failure in divisions 1 or 3 of the PS may lead to more severe consequences FIGURE 8. Structure of the extended case study. The ''Neutron flux'' input comes from SCDS; the rest of inputs from SCDS and SICS (see Fig. 1 ) are not shown for simplicity. compared to divisions 2 or 4. Among PS 1 and PS 3, we select PS 1 for failure injection since this impairs one of the inputs of SAS APU 1 in addition to the already unreliable SAS APU 2-in the opposite case, the faulty input would go to SAS APU 2.
In configuration C PACS , requirements are formulated to check the single unit of the PACS. Since the inputs of the PACS depend on the PS and the SAS, all these three unit groups are included. Then, since we apply the failure criterion to the PS and the PACS as a functional whole (as explained above), it suffices to assume that the failures in the PS and the PACS co-occur only in the same division. Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to retain only one PACS division. We retain PACS 1, and thus the failing division for both the PACS and the PS must be chosen among 2, 3 or 4. Postponing this decision, we first fix the failing division of the SAS to 1 since SAS ALU 1 is connected to PACS 1 and SAS ALU 2 is not, which means that a failure in division 1 of the SAS may be more severe for PACS 1. What is more, SAS ALU 2 can be omitted entirely. Returning to the failure in the PS, we now see that the influence of the PS on the SAS can be neglected as the only part of SAS connected with the PACS is already failing. PS ALUs 2, 3, 4 are not connected to PACS 1 and hence can be disregarded as well. Nonetheless, non-failing PS ALU 1 is connected to PACS 1. Due to an all-to-all connection and symmetry of PS ALU with respect to its inputs, failures in PS APUs 2, 3, 4 have the same TABLE 3. Performance of black-box requirements model checking. The percentages of requirements whose verification terminated within the time limit of 10 minutes are shown, and average verification times of these requirements are given in parentheses in seconds. 100% and 0% entries are colored in green and brown respectively. ''BDD'' stands for the BDD-based model checking algorithm. LTL and PSL requirements, which are processed with the same model checking algorithms, are not distinguished for simplicity of presentation.
consequences for PS ALU 1, which finally means that the choice between these divisions for failure injection is free. We inject a fault into PS 2.
Delay injection for C PS has been explained in Section IV-A. As connections between units become convoluted in C SAS and C PACS , we no longer follow the logic of allowing all processing orders of a change in input measurement by all the units and just delay the inputs of PS and SAS APUs with d max = 3 and inputs of all other units with d max = 6.
Temporal requirements prepared for C PS have been explained in Section IV-A. Requirements for C SAS and C PACS are similar with the following exceptions: 1) for the SAS, white-box requirements never explicitly assume a failure, thus the same requirements are verified for the cases of no injected failure and one failure, like this is always done for black-box requirements; 2) all requirements for the PACS are solely black-box.
C. EXPERIMENTS
Symmetry and determinism of all considered units was checked as described in Section III-B. Since for our case study such a check takes a few seconds per unit (the case study has five different units), below we focus on verification of actual temporal requirements and do not include symmetry and determinism checking time into the reported values.
For each configuration listed in Table 2 , four formal models were generated to account for the presence or absence of (1) failure and (2) delay injection. Then, each model was model-checked in NuSMV versus black-box and white-box requirements for the corresponding configuration. White-box requirements were available only for C PS and C SAS .
As the major part of the requirements was formulated in LTL or PSL, we were able to use two model checking algorithms: BDD-based LTL model checking and BMC (the bound k = 20 was used). To check global possibility requirements, formulated in CTL, BDD-based CTL model checking was the only possible option. Experiments were performed on Intel Core i7-2670QM CPU with a clock rate of 2.2 GHz. NuSMV was run on a single core with command-line options ''-coi -df -dynamic'' to improve performance. Each temporal requirement was checked with a separate run of NuSMV with a time limit of 10 minutes. For a negative verification outcome, a counterexample was required to be generated to consider this run finished within the time limit.
In addition to experiment groups that have been mentioned above, we compared the proposed techniques to reduce model checking complexity-retaining only a single division of the unit under consideration and fixing failure divisions-with the baseline case by also running experiments without these simplifications. For the case of no injected failures, this only means that some divisions of some units are not excluded from the model. For the case of one injected failure, for each requirement f to be checked, we perform a series of model checking runs with the same time limit until either a negative verification outcome is obtained or all failure combinations have been considered (3 cases of PS failure division in C PS , 4 cases of PS failure division in C SAS , 6 cases of PS and SAS failure divisions in C PACS ). The sum of model checking times of this series is considered as the model checking time of f .
D. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The computational results of experiments are given in Tables 3 and 4 for black-box and white-box requirements respectively. The tables report only CPU time (as no parallelism was employed, it approximately corresponds to wall clock time). RAM consumption did not exceed 500 MB in 97.5% of verification runs. Peak RAM consumption was observed for 10 BMC runs that reached k = 20 and found no counterexample, requiring 1.0-4.3 GB of RAM and terminating in 25-65 seconds. Table 3 are used. If there is no corresponding line in Table 3 , then this verification case contains only black-box requirements.
1) PERFORMANCE OF BMC
BMC succeeded in checking all requirements in all configurations within the time limit, with average execution times tending to be larger on more complex modular configurations. The results of BMC will be used for qualitative analysis of verification outcomes in Section IV-E. Note that since BMC is an imprecise approach, it can falsely report a violated requirement to be satisfied if the bound k is too small. There is no simple approach to find the minimum sufficient value of k for an arbitrary model. With k = 20, we never observed contradictions between BMC and BDD-based LTL verification, and the maximum length of counterexamples generated by BMC was 14, giving evidence for the sufficiency of k = 20 that can result in counterexamples up to 21 cycles long.
With the proposed simplifications enabled, BMC always requires less time in the case of an injected failure. This is explained by a higher abundance of violated temporal requirements and the sufficiency of shorter counterexamples. Since BMC works by iteratively increasing counterexample length, this on average leads to its faster termination. Without proposed simplifications, the foregoing observation does not hold due to running BMC several times per requirement.
2) PERFORMANCE OF BDD-BASED MODEL CHECKING
BDD-based LTL and CTL model checking is often unable to handle the case of injected delays, and in some cases fails to terminate within the time limit even without delays. Speaking of CTL verification, properties were checked for no-delay cases, but many with-delay cases remained unsolved. No imprecise approach like BMC exists for CTL model checking, and hence we were unable to obtain verification outcomes for these properties by other means. An additional attempt to verify the same properties with an increased time limit of one hour also failed.
3) PERFORMANCE OF MODELING SIMPLIFICATIONS
In the case of no injected failures, differences between the experiments with enabled and disabled simplifications, which in this case only means excluding unused divisions of some units from the overall model, are negligible. This result is explained by the use of cone of influence (COI) reduction during verification, which simplifies the verified model on its own, retaining only the parts influencing the checked temporal property. Thus, this simplification is achievable due to particular divisions not being referred to in temporal properties, which is a part of the proposed approach (Section III-C), and explicitly excluding unused model parts does not speed up the computations.
In the case of one injected failure, the value of the simplifications is more visible as they allow performing only one verification run instead of several. As a result, not only verification time decreases but also more verification runs can terminate in a reasonable time.
E. ANALYSIS OF VERIFICATION OUTCOMES
As our case study is partly fictitious, we did not intend to reveal previously unknown I&C issues nor to rigorously verify its fault tolerance. Yet, temporal requirements that we checked demonstrate how failures affect verification outcomes. Some examples of these outcomes are given in Table 1 . Below, we comment on each type of verified requirements separately:
• Invariants are the simplest temporal properties of the form G f , where f is a formula over state variables of the model without temporal operators. In our case study, invariants are used to check the consistency of outputs of individual units, which in our case is always guaranteed by the unit regardless of its possible inputs. Hence, these invariants are insensitive to both failures and delays.
• Request-response and absence of spurious actuation requirements are typically the properties that are most sensitive to failure injection, and in addition two versions of such properties depending on the presence of delays are usually possible. Requirements 3-5 from Table 1 exemplify a family of division-parameterized requirements whose verification outcomes, when taken together, give a detailed picture of the influence of a failure. In a fault-free case, since requirement 4 is satisfied and requirement 5 is not, the safety function will not be activated unless the precondition (excessive measurements) is satisfied in two divisions. With a failure, since requirement 3 is satisfied and requirement 4 is not, excessive measurements in a single division may be sufficient for activation. Proving that these are necessarily measurements in a non-failing division 1, 3 or 4 (that is, a proper reason to activate the safety function) requires a more detailed white-box property G(RODS_DOWN 1 3, 4 ((HLEG_P i > 70) ∨ (NF i > 2 · 10 5 ))), whose outcome is true.
• Global possibility of different unit output values was proved for all no-delay cases, including the ones with failures, but many with-delay cases remained unsolved. Finally, we comment on the need of multiple I&C systems in one model for accurate verification outcomes: this limits behavior scenarios to more realistic ones that are still manifold enough to cover the single failure criterion. Note that the satisfaction of temporal requirements behaves differently depending on requirement types when new (upstream) I&C systems are added:
• Since LTL property satisfaction for a model is defined as its satisfaction for all paths in this model, a violated LTL or PSL property may become satisfied, but not otherwise. For division-parameterized requirements, adding upstream unit groups would refine the number of divisions needed to refute the requirement.
• Global possibility CTL requirements behave oppositely: in some states, certain variable values may become unreachable, violating a previously satisfied property. This enables a potential discovery of new system issues.
• CTL requirements of other kinds may behave differently, but they are not considered in our case study.
V. RELATED WORK
A number of studies address failure tolerance of safetycritical systems with formal methods, especially with model checking. A common problem with many of previously proposed methods is that the system model has to be kept very abstract, or the state space becomes too large [16] , and/or the analysis cannot be performed in a reasonable time [15] . Instead of detailed system design, the models are based on ''specified behavior'' [11] , ''functional model'' [14] , or other abstractions or simplifications. When revealed, a typical model scale is 10 6 states [11] , [13] , [33] . In [34] , the authors use a model with 10 9 states (but due to the necessary iterations, entire verification effort still takes days). Meanwhile, the complexity of the detailed design (no-fault) models VTT is verifying is on a wholly different level, often with 10 20 , sometimes even 10 30 reachable states. On the other hand, we note that when symbolic model checkers [21] , [35] are used for verification, as in our case, the impact of the state space size on the computational complexity of verification is indirect, and model checking performance remains quite unpredictable given the model to be verified. Still, according to [35] , abstractions should be used to reduce the state space.
In [12] , real-time model checker Uppaal [36] is used to verify the fault tolerance of a 3-redundant aerospace system.
Possible failures are specified in detail as extensions of timed automata describing fault-free components. The complexity of the case study considered in [12] is difficult to compare with ours due to the model being based on explicit states rather than function block design. The authors report no computational problems, although Uppaal is able to verify only a limited subset of CTL.
In [10] , faults are added to a model of an aircraft wheel brake system with two redundant pistons, which is then verified with SCADE design verifier. In [11] , fault variables are introduced in a state model of a 2-redundant spacecraft controller system, which is then verified with explicit-state model checker Spin [37] . In [9] , NuSMV is used to verify whether an avionic altitude switch with three altimeters can tolerate measurement errors. In [13] , the application is a 2-redundant railway interlocking system, and in [15] , it is an FPGA logic. Finally, in [14] failure mechanisms are added to a NuSMV model of an automotive brake-by-wire system based on failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) [38] .
Other ways of combining FMEA and model checking have also been proposed. In [34] and [39] , FMEA is supported by using model checking to identify the system-level consequences of component failures. In [33] , probabilistic model checking is used to identify which components contribute most to system-level failures.
To the best of our knowledge, the only work from the nuclear I&C domain that analyzes failure tolerance with model checking is [16] , where a complex failure model is proposed that specifies concrete failures in each device. The analyst can specify the number of single failures and CCFs and then verify whether a success criterion is reached for each of five considered accident scenarios. The case study in [16] includes seven four-redundant I&C systems in the overall NuSMV model (some of its parts are abstracted away when they are not needed). While such a model may appear to be larger than we have, the units considered in [16] were significantly simpler computationally, being only composed of blocks without memory, signals were not paired with their validity statuses, and communication delays were not modeled. For such a case study, it was only possible to verify invariants with k-induction [40] ; BDD-based model checking was computationally infeasible and LTL BMC was not tried. The author attributes the computational complexity of model checking to the used failure model, which is precisely what has been refined in our work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel verification approach has been proposed to address verification of I&C systems that achieve failure tolerance with redundancy. The approach was demonstrated to work on nuclear I&C systems, but its core assumption of single failure tolerance is rather general, making the approach potentially useful in other safety-critical fields, such as the aerospace [12] and the automotive [14] ones. While previous attempts (e.g., [15] , [16] ) at introducing hardware failure modes to I&C application logic model checking have resulted in prohibitively complex models and limited analysis capabilities, our approach enables formal model generation for redundant I&C systems with a simplified failure model and also simplifies subsequent verification with a number of abstractions. The approach is coupled with the idea of formulating temporal requirements that permits such abstractions without the change of verification results.
Model checking experiments with the generated models show that LTL, PSL and CTL properties can usually be verified with BDD-based (exact) model checking, although not always if multiple safety functions are considered within one model. A more serious obstruction for exact model checking is the inclusion of communication delays and asynchrony. On the other hand, both the cases of multiple safety functions and delays are well-handled with BMC, although at the expense of coverage of possible scenarios. Model checking of temporal properties other than invariants has not been previously possible for nuclear I&C system models of similar complexity.
Apart from efficient failure modeling, the proposed approach is capable of handling the interaction of multiple interconnected subsystems. According to [28] , in 17% of the I&C design issues previously identified by VTT, the fault scenario requires several I&C systems to interact. We evaluated our approach using a model of a semi-fictitious nuclear reactor protection system, aiming at the complexity of real-world detailed designs. At the moment, our case study includes three I&C systems. In the future, the failure modeling approach should be further experimented with on an industrial scale as the success of verification for our case study suggests that it can be expanded. VTT's customer projects could provide the opportunity.
Our study has more limitations that may be addressed in future work. First, our model of delays (Section III-E) is suitable to emulate asynchrony but is insufficient to verify real-time requirements since discrete time steps are not mapped to any real time intervals. We are studying the possibility of applying timed automata verification to solve this problem. For example, it may be performed in HyCOMP [41] or Uppaal [12] , [36] , [42] .
Second, failure localization in particular divisions of unit groups (that is, assignment of failing divisions in modular configurations) is currently done manually. As this procedure is done accounting for identity of units in different divisions and the formalized notion of symmetry, it may be automated.
Finally, the proposed approach is not fully integrated with the graphical tool MODCHK that we use. While systems like the ones generated by the developed model generation tool can be visually designed in MODCHK as well, mimicking the structure of the generated models (e.g., we have a visual model of PS + SAS + PACS without failures and delays), neither automatic import from the generated NuSMV models nor generation of MODCHK models directly is available.
